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ANIMALS 

Cut me up  

Bring me down  

That's what you‘re all about 

Brand new life has gone away 

 

Kill me brutally but touch me sweet 

You're craving the meat  

Why'd you lay me to sleep? 

 

Your knife tastes like metal  

The worst life I could ever have  

But you close your eyelids quicker 

That way it's easier to forget  

 

That you‘re a murderer  

and your whole race 

Is turning its heads away from this disgrace 

Standing on the bodies of the killed  

We'll never know the truths that our life lays  

'Cause all we really care about is paper chase  

Is this what freedom looks like to you? 

 

If only our souls were pure and our intentions were good 

I feel like we as a mankind have greatly misunderstood  

What it means to be human  

To share compassion with others 

To not underestimate the powers of words  

Of love of hate 

We live in the space that we 

Ourselves create 

Is it a place worth living in?  

When the nature itself is giving in?  

The skies could be crying but we don’t hear a thing  

We’re too obsessed with the money we cashed in  

We used to be animals just like them you and me  

There was no right no wrong just a place to be  

 

Only killing for food when necessary  

 

And not out of hate or spite or beliefs please hear me out  

When I say what does the world look like today?  

The people in power are only getting stronger  

I don’t think we can hold on any longer  

And yet we could have been so pure 

So how come our brains which should make us feel the most secure  

Have betrayed us and fed us with nonsense and lies 

And suddenly everybody dies  

 



Your knife tastes like metal  

The worst life I could ever have  

But you close your eyelids quicker 

That way it's easier to forget  

 

That you‘re a murderer  

and your whole race 

Is turning its heads away from this disgrace 

Standing on the bodies of the killed  

We'll never know the truths that our life lays  

'Cause all we really care about is paper chase  

Is this what freedom looks like to you? 


